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Abstract: During the regulated power system era, the three major components of the power system are treated as a single 

entity and managed by same firm. Electricity was then treated more as a welfare commodity based on political patronage. With 

the wide adoption of deregulation, which resulted in the wholesome privatization and commercialization of the generation and 

distribution components, the transmission facility was left in the hands of the Government. Considering that this is a sure link 

between the other two, there is greater need to develop a mechanism for its appropriate tariff determination in order to ensure 

fairness to all its users. A significant deficiency in its pricing is the non-inclusion of the reactive power component, which is 

seriously needed to ensure system stability. This work involved the performance evaluation of four embedded transmission 

pricing models. Based on the need to build-in payment for reactive power which is necessary to ensure system stability, further 

presents an improved postage stamp transmission tariff-pricing model that incorporates both real and reactive component of 

power. The Postage stamp method calculates all the network costs and divides it by the overall power transmitted through it. 

This single rate is charged to users irrespective of the source and destination of power transactions. This is a simpler, fairer and 

easier to implement approach for computation using Matlab and Excel Software packages. The proposed method gave average 

price of 29.48$/hr as against $27.75/hr when reactive power was not included for the South African 18-Bus System. This 

showed slight improvement when compared to the conventional approach where reactive power was not included in the power 

transaction. It may be applied in developing countries like Nigeria where Government is gradually pulling out of full funding 

of the power sector, and seeking for technically sound and financially buoyant local and foreign firms to take over significant 

part of the sector. The distance flow based and cost flow based methods showed very higher costs which may not be suitable 

for developing countries at their present stage of deregulation due to very low income per capita and low level of 

industrialization.  

Keywords: Deregulated Environment, Postage Stamp Method, Reactive Power, Real Power and Transmission Pricing 

 

1. Introduction 

The traditional power system that existed over the years 

involved an aggregation of the three major components of the 

power system as a single entity. The central governments of 

most countries realizing the very important role electricity 

plays in her socio-economic wellbeing and socio-political 

stability took full charge of the operation, control and 

management of all the power system components – 

generation, transmission and distribution – as a vertically 

integrated system. This arrangement has worked for some 

time in the past where the citizenry take whatever is offered 

to them as they have no option, but sparingly make requisite 

payment. Many issues were not apparent due to the fact that 

majority of the populace lived in abject poverty without the 

necessities of life that require electricity for their operation. 
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With increased level of rural to urban migration, improved 

literacy level and globalization made possible by the 

emergence of information communication technology 

facilities in most of the urban and semi-urban towns, there is 

now greater demand for electricity. Equally, many 

governments are now struggling to meet-up with the current 

demand of their citizens, and have joined the developed 

countries to privatize, commercialize and deregulate most 

previously protected essential services provision like 

communications and electricity. The privatization and partial 

sales of government majority hold in the telecommunication 

industry in Nigeria, for instance, was remarkably successful 

and created many jobs as well as raised the country’s gross 

domestic product. The same model has not worked in the 

electricity sector in Nigeria because it is somewhat 

differently structured and need different approach. There is 

no way the privatized generation and distribution systems can 

work without a functional and well-funded transmission grid 

since this is the interlinking system between the other two.  

In view of the foregoing, a lot of literature has emerged on 

the various cost allocation methods in connection with the 

transmission of electricity. According to [1], the objective of 

transmission pricing is to recover all or part of the existing 

and new cost of transmission system. In addition, pricing of 

transmission services plays a crucial role in determining 

whether providing transmission services is economically 

beneficial to both the wheeling utility and the wheeling 

customers. With transmission as the interconnecting link 

between the generation and distribution, a players action has 

consequences to other players which makes it difficult to 

investigate the component prices to each transaction 

participant [2], [3]. 

Various pricing approaches for transmission was first 

proposed in [4], the author identified three different pricing 

approaches for electricity transmission namely; the rolled-in 

pricing methods, the incremental pricing method and 

composite embedded and incremental pricing method, a 

combination of the first and second methods [5]. In the rolled 

in method, all the cost are added up into a single cost making 

it impossible to distinguish between costs. Nevertheless, the 

costs calculated are shared between users [6]. The various 

roll-in methods are Postage Stamp Pricing, Contract Path 

Pricing, MW-Mile Method and MVA-Mile Method. 

Postage stamp pricing entails that all transmission users 

would pay a single rate, which covers the transmission 

transaction that occurs within a defined region, not minding 

the contractual origin or destination of transmitted electricity. 

The same rate applies to all customers [7]. This method is the 

simplest among all embedded cost method and easy to 

implement. It does not require power flow calculations and is 

independent of the transmission distance and network 

configuration. The rate paid in this case is calculated by 

adding all network costs and dividing it with the system peak 

demand. The customer’s transmission charge is the product 

of the postage stamp rate and the peak demand of that 

customer. Its simplicity of calculation made it popular among 

embedded cost methods used by electric utilities. Its 

drawback includes that it sends the wrong economic signal to 

transmission suppliers and users, as well as does not 

encourage sitting future investment or the efficient use of the 

transmission infrastructure [8], [9]. 

In Contract Path Pricing a virtual path is created between 

the point of injection and removal of electrical energy for a 

wheeling transaction. The contract path is usually selected 

without a formal power flow study to identify the ‘dedicated’ 

path for the given transaction [10]. Like the postage stamp 

method this one is also easy to implement, only the 

transmission facilities in the ‘dedicated’ transaction path are 

taken into consideration. More so, neither reverse flows nor 

parallel flows are considered [8], [11]. 

The MW-Mile Method also referred to as line by line 

method entails that the embedded cost be allocated based on 

the magnitude of the transacted power and the air distance (in 

miles) between the point of injection and removal of power. 

That is the product of the power due to the transaction and 

the distance this power travels through the network [1]. It 

still has all the drawbacks of the two above-mentioned 

methods [5], and is DC power flow based. MVA-Mile 

Method is an extension of the MW-Mile method only that in 

this case both real and reactive power are considered unlike 

in the MW-Mile where only real power is treated. A 

transaction leading to more reactive power loading will be 

asked to pay more than others [7]. 

The second transmission pricing method is the Incremental 

Transmission Pricing Method composed of Short-Run 

Marginal Cost Pricing (SRMC), Long-Run Marginal Cost 

Pricing (LRMC), Short-Run Incremental Cost Pricing (SRIC) 

and Long-Run Incremental Cost Pricing (LRIC). 

Transmission infrastructures have both fixed cost and 

variable cost operations. The incremental cost approach deals 

with the variable costs. This approach does not include the 

embedded costs of energy transactions. For calculation of the 

incremental prices, [4] proposed the following methods 

respectively: 

A major motivation for the SRMC was to overcome the 

inefficiencies of fixed tariffs which fail to provide incentives 

for efficient energy usage. It assumes that all capacity is fixed 

[12]. Short-run marginal pricing scheme is based on 

establishing a price at each node called spot prices. 

Regarding the economies of scale, SRMC does not cover 

the fixed costs of networks even in theoretical situations 

implying the need for additional charges. 

LRMC scheme unlike SRMC includes the possibility of 

change for the transmission capacity. Long-run scheme 

implies that no costs are by definition fixed. All the factors 

characterizing production, transmission and consumption are 

to be variable therefore presenting an optimization problem 

which carries out calculations for the optimal cost 

transmission capacity. In general, long-run marginal costs are 

costs of changing the overall system capacity often 

represented in unit form. Such costs are also dependent on 

the estimation of the future energy consumption and peak 

loads [4], [5]. In this scheme, the marginal operating and 

reinforcement costs of the system are used to calculate the 
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price for a transaction [1]. 

SRIC scheme is a different pricing scheme than the 

marginal methodologies because it differs in the terms of cost 

definition. While it may sound ambiguous, in incremental 

pricing methodology incremental transactions have to be 

evaluated unlike the computation of marginal costs in 

SRMC. All new expenses that may appear are incrementally 

added to the transactions that are established on the path of 

the energy transmission. A problem may occur in the 

compensation process of the real costs since revenues of this 

model cover only short-run costs assigned to specific 

transmission transactions. Authors propose the use of the 

optimal flow model (OPF) to determine all the constraints 

and stability issues for cost estimation. 

LRIC is an extension to the SRIC; minor difference is that 

the costs of the reinforcement for the network on long run 

view. Such costs are characterized as cost emanating from 

changes between current transaction charges and long-term 

transaction plans [4] & [5]. Composite 

Embedded/Incremental Pricing incorporates existing system 

costs and the incremental cost of transmission transaction. It 

solves the common problems associated with both by 

combining their advantages. This seems applicable in theory 

but problematic in practice. 

Presently most developed countries like USA that have 

practiced deregulation for a long time and electricity fully 

paid for by consumers use locational marginal pricing model 

for most of its transmission [13] while South Africa presently 

uses quasi postage stamp transmission pricing mechanism 

with distance flow based method [14]. It is expected that 

each country will apply a method that suits her level of 

deregulation and economic development.  

2. Mathematical Modeling 

Postage Stamp Method of transmission pricing: As the 

name implies, a fixed rate is charged to every customer in 

relation to a particular region, irrespective of the origin or 

destination of power movement. It is taken as an average 

since the total cost of the transmission facility divided by the 

overall power transmitted through it, gives rise to a unit cost 

per transmitted power unit. Only real power is considered.  

For any transaction, the cost using the conventional 

postage stamp method is given by equation 1: 

*
8760

ps
peak

TC Pt
C

P
=                                 (1) 

Where; 

TC : is the Annual Revenue Requirement (ARR) (sum of 

all transmission facility cost) 

Pt : is the transacted power in MW 

peakP : is the entire system load at the time of system peak 

load condition in MW [10]. 

This method is adjoined one of the simplest because the 

distance, point of origination and destination of load are not 

needed in its computation also load flow analysis is not 

required. This method assumes that the entire transmission 

network is used in delivering the power. 

In the classical Postage Stamp methods of transmission 

cost allocation, only real power MW is used. This study 

improved on the conventional postage stamp method by 

incorporating reactive power component into the 

conventional approach. Therefore in the improved approach, 

to find the Postage stamp price of transmission for a 

particular transaction the reactive power component is 

incorporated at every point and given in the set of equations 

(2) – (6). 

Firstly, the transmission cost is obtained in $/year, this 

piece of information is to be obtained from the unit in charge 

of the transmission corridor or could be estimated in relation 

to the line reactance as can be seen in [14] & [15] 

8760

TC
AvRR =                                    (2) 

:AvRR  Average Revenue Requirement (this gives the 

transmission cost per hour with units in $/hr) 

The total power demand is obtained from the bus data 

information of the test system being used 

( ) ( * )d d
Tlp sum sum j QP= +                        (3) 

To obtain the transacted power iPt , real and reactive 

power components are incorporated and are separately 

calculated for all the transactions. 

( ) * ( )i transqtyMW i j transqtyMVAr iPt = +                 (4) 

Here the peak power demand is dynamic as it changes with 

every transaction due to the introduction of reactive power 

thus; 

( )peak ii TlpPtP = +                                        (5) 

The postage stamp transmission price for each transaction 

can be calculated using equation 6. 

( )* ( / ( ))si peakiAvRR abs Pt iP P=                         (6) 

Where: 

dP : is the real power demand at the various buses. 

dQ : is the reactive power demand at the various buses. 

:transqtyMW  this is the real component of the power 

transacted across buses. 

:transqtyMVAr this is the reactive component of the 

power transacted across buses. 

( )peak iP : this is the entire system load at the time of a 

transaction during system peak load condition(MW and 

MVAr included) 

Contract Path Method: here the method does not consider 

the laws governing electron flow, it rather assumes that the 

transacted power follows a specified path, also power flow 

calculations is not required. The equation is given thus 
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∑
                      (7) 

Where: 

f
pathc∑ : this is the summation of annual revenue 

requirement of individual lines along the specified 
transaction path 

min_ pathP : is the minimum value amongst the maximum 

long-term rating of the individual lines that make up the 
transmission line along the specified transacted path. 

Distance flow Based Method: this method depends on the 

distance between transmission lines as well as the magnitude 

and direction of the power flow. In computation, power flow 

analysis is required. The power system analysis method used in 

this work is the Newton-Raphson method of power system 

analysis. The method is classified along the lines of real and 

apparent power and each is further grouped according to the 

direction of power flow, which was identified by [16] as Net 

reaction approach, Dominant approach and gross approach. This 

paper used the net reaction approach, as this makes more sense 

as equal and opposite forces cancel out and would eliminate 

double charging the parties involved. The expression for 

distance flow based method of transmission is given as [16]: 

( )
( )8760

kTC P L ff
Tf

Cdf

k
P L ff

TT f

∑

=
 
 ∑ ∑
 
 

                    (8) 

Where: 
kP f : Change in power flow in facility f due to user k 

( )kP f
T

: Change in power flow in facility f due to 

Transaction T 

L f : Length of transmission line f 

Depending on the type of distance flow based method 

used, P could signify MW for real power or MVA for 

apparent power cases. 
Cost flow based Method: this is similar to the distance 

flow based method, with the difference been that instead of 
the length of transmission line, the cost of the transmission 

line C f  is used as in equation (8). Thus, it becomes [16]  

( )
( )8760

kTC CP ff
Tf

Ccf

k CP ff
TT f

∑

=
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                          (9) 

fC : cost of transmission line f, also known as the ARR of 

the facility f. 

The algorithm for distance flow based and cost flow based 

transmission pricing methods are presented in [16]. 

3. Implementation 

The developed algorithm utilized in the execution of 

Improved Postage Stamp Transmission Pricing is: 
a Initialization: Input data such as annual revenue 

requirement of each line (ARR), real power demand 

( dP ), reactive power demand( dQ ) at each of the bus, 

real power transacted, reactive power transacted as well 
as originating and destination bus of each transaction. 

b Calculate the Total ARR of the transmission lines, TC 
c Establish the Total Cost (Average Revenue 

Requirement) in $/Hr; using equation 2 
d Calculate the total load of the system ; using equation 3 

e Obtain iPt (Transacted Power) for Transaction i; using 

equation 4  
f Calculate the peak power for transaction i; using 

equation 5 
g Calculate the transmission cost per transaction i; using 

equation 6, 
h Check if number of transaction is exceeded, If No, Go 

back to step e, Else proceed to i. 
i Display the transmission cost per transaction, for all 

transactions 
j Stop. 

The requisite flow chart derived from this algorithm is as 

shown in Figure 1. 

 

Fig. 1. Flow Chart of the improved postage stamp transmission pricing. 
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The test data used in the implementation of the models 

used are: 
a Power Transactions used for the 18bus-South African 

Test System [14]. 
b Bus and Line data for 18-bus South African Test 

System[14] 
c Power Transactions data used for the 30-bus IEEE test 

system 
d Bus data for IEEE 30-bus Test System [17] 
e Adapted Line data for IEEE 30-bus Test System [15], 

[17] & [18] 

4. Results and Discussion 

Simulations were performed using the various models 

discussed in the mathematical modeling section on the test 

data mentioned above. The results are presented in two cases 

for the South African eighteen bus and the Institute of 

Electrical and Electronic Engineering thirty (IEEE-30) bus, 

and are presented thus; 

Case 1: In the South African 18 bus test system, four 

transactions were carried out. Transaction 1 & 2 involved 

only real power component in the transactions while 

transactions 3 & 4 involved both real and reactive power in 

the transactions. The results obtained after the power 

transactions were conducted using the conventional and 

proposed postage stamp method is presented in Table 1 and 

graphically represented in Figure 2. 

In the 18-bus test system for transactions 3 and 4 

respectively the proposed postage stamp method gave a 

higher cost of 29.59134 $/hr and 49.21312$/hr as against 

26.87365 $/hr and 44.69993 $/hr for the conventional 

postage stamp method, due to inclusion of real and reactive 

power components. While in transactions 1 & 2 the 

conventional method showed a slight increase of 17.93372 

$/hr and 21.51184 $/hr as against 17.77728 and 21.32434 

$/hr for the proposed method. The implication is that those 

transactions that introduce reactive power and cause 

instability in the system are charged more while those 

transactions that lead to more stability are charged less. 

Table 1. Postage stamp transmission pricing results for the 18-bus test 

system. 

Transaction 

No. 

Transmission cost 

Proposed method($/hr) Conventional Method ($/hr) 

1 17.77728 17.93372 

2 21.32434 21.51184 

3 29.59134 26.87365 

4 49.21312 44.69993 

 

 
Fig. 2 The graphical representation of the 18-bus test system. 

Appendix 1 and 2 give the results for the distance flow based and the cost flow based results for transmission pricing of the 

18 bus test system respectively, which also shows the MW and MVA variants of the approaches employed. 

Case 2: In the IEEE-30 bus system, four transactions were also conducted with the results obtained for both the conventional 

and proposed method shown in Table 4 and the graphical representation shown in Figure 3. 

 

Fig. 3. Graphical representation of the result obtained for the IEEE-30 bus test system. 
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Table 2. Result of conventional and proposed postage stamp method on IEEE-30 Bus system. 

Transaction No. 
Transmission cost 

Proposed method($/hr) Conventional Method ($/hr) 

1 237544.3 273717.1 

2 352298.3 404324.6 

3 464465.6 531014.5 

4 681310.7 773326.7 

 
In the IEEE-30 bus system, which served as the control the 

conventional postage stamp showed an increase against the 

proposed method as was expected as reactive power was not 

injected into the system. This was achieved with the 

proposed postage stamp MATLAB syntax 

Appendix 3 & 4 are the results for the distance flow based 

method and the cost flow based method of transmission 

pricing for IEEE-30 bus test system showing the MW and 

MVA variants for the four transactions. In Table 5, lines 4-12, 

6-9, 6-10, and 28-27 returned zero for the distance flow 

based calculation because these are the positions of the 

transformers and their length are taken as zero initially. The 

columns with zero values for lines 12-16 and 10-21 gave 

very negligible values and as such were taken to be zero. 

Table 3. 18 bus test system result for all four transactions. 

Transmission Pricing Method ($/hr) 
Transaction No. 

1 2 3 4 

Conventional Postage Stamp 17.93372 21.51184 26.87365 44.69993 

Proposed Postage Stamp 17.77728 21.32434 29.59134 49.21312 

Contract Path method 53.4 60 41.38 25.03 

Distance flow based (MW) 702.7406 -1009.3 8942.69 312.7984 

Distance flow based (MVA) 1219.54 -1646.66 7666.718 1709.325 

Cost flow based (MW) 1075.164 -1867.07 10645.76 -904.936 

Cost flow based(MVA) 1729.251 -2211.37 7621.532 1809.518 

 
Fig. 4. Results for the 18 bus system showing various transmission pricing methods. 

 
Fig. 5. Result for the IEEE -30 bus test system showing various transmission pricing methods. 
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Table 4. IEEE- 30 bus test system result for all four transactions. 

Transmission Pricing Method ($/hr) 
Transaction No. 

1 2 3 4 

Conventional Postage Stamp 273717.1 404324.6 531014.5 773326.7 

Proposed Postage Stamp 237544.3 352298.3 464465.6 681310.7 

Contract Path method 3723.633 8120.156 7759.688 10764.02 

Distance flow based (MW) 1,342,305 2,963,791 4,053,725 492,191.1 

Distance flow based (MVA) -5,375,019 -9,859,243 14,422,030 9,664,244 

Cost flow based (MW) 1,758,364 5,130,107 3,190,208 -1,226,667 

Cost flow based(MVA) 6,776,375 21,477,698 -4,691,893 -14,710,167.05 

 
Tables 3 and 4 is a comparison of all the methods discussed 

in section II for the eighteen and the thirty bus test systems 

respectively and shown graphically in Figures 4 and 5. 

From Figures 4 and 5 we can see that for the conventional 

postage stamp, proposed postage stamp and contract path 

transmission pricing methods, the prices remained fairly low. 

The distance flow based and cost flow based transmission 

pricing methods experienced some upshots and dips at some 

points showing dynamism in price, as a result of load flow 

analysis been involved in the computation of the distance 

flow based (MW & MVA) transmission pricing method and 

Cost flow based (MW & MVA) transmission pricing method. 

In Figure 4, transactions 3 & 4 have both real and reactive 

power component in the transactions so that brought about 

the upshot for the distance and flow based approaches. It can 

also be seen that the MVA variants for the distance flow 

based and the cost flow based methods for transaction 3 are 

lower than that of the MW variant, this shows that since the 

MVA variant incorporates both real and reactive power 

components it produced a better result unlike the MW 

variant. In Figure 5, although transaction 2 and 3 had less 

real power transacted than transaction 4 their path of 

transaction actually stressed the system resulting in their 

being charged more in the cost flow based methods of 

transmission pricing.  

5. Conclusion 

In this paper, various transmission-pricing methods were 

reviewed with particular attention given to the embedded cost 

transmission methods. A computational evaluation of four 

different embedded transmission-pricing methods was carried 

out. Result showed that distance flow-based and cost flow-

based methods, which required detailed load flow analysis, 

and power flow simulations gave higher prices due to the 

transmission line cost factors. The third scheme was the 

contract path method which is simpler using pure 

computation gave lower cost than the other two, but it is not 

so much used due to the fact that it only consider the 

transaction path.  

The fourth technique evaluated was the postage stamp 

method which gave the least cost, and was faster to compute 

when compared with the distance and cost flow methods. Its 

major weakness was the fact that reactive power component 

is not considered in this approach and therefore technically 

not paid for despite its usefulness in grid stability. In view of 

this, a new approach to solving transmission pricing 

involving both real and reactive power transfer from one bus 

to another using the postage stamp approach was developed 

and proposed in this work. Results obtained showed slightly 

increased cost when compared with the conventional method 

due to payment for reactive power. 

This paper shows the possibility of solving the 

transmission pricing problem for both real and reactive 

power using the postage stamp approach which could make 

for more efficient transmission use, as all the network grid is 

considered as been used in the various transactions. The 

distance flow based approach and the cost flow based method 

had larger values as the length of the transmission lines and 

the estimated cost of the various transmission lines were used 

in computation. The Methods were implemented and 

simulated using MATLAB Programming. In the opinion of 

the authors the proposed postage stamp method gave a better 

tariff to consumers since the cost of the transmission is not to 

be recouped in the short term rather it is a long term concern 

and would encourage the use of the entire network. It also 

rewards those who bring about stability to the transmission 

grid. 
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Appendix 

Appendix 1. Distance flow Based method for 18 bus test system (MW and MVA). 

Trxm. lines Transaction 1 Transaction 2 Transaction 3 Transaction 4 

Orig bus Dest. bus MW MVA MW MVA MW MVA MW MVA 

1 2 333.8758 261.3777 -421.01 -331.571 369.1663 302.8509 -53.6349 -50.445 

3 4 -29.233 22.8844 36.86216 -29.03 -32.3235 26.5155 4.696462 -4.41661 

3 6 -86.1603 67.44875 108.6464 -85.5621 -95.2692 78.15095 13.8422 -13.0174 

3 7 1118.686 843.0642 -1410.75 -1068.6 1236.535 965.2961 -179.482 -155.745 

4 5 4.584779 3.455181 -5.78176 -4.37952 5.067766 3.956131 -0.73558 -0.6383 

4 7 -1730.7 -1269.01 1881.639 1379.676 5334.311 3911.284 -46.6081 -34.1745 

6 7 163.946 139.3485 -177.391 -151.836 417.5501 333.7217 -32.8015 -32.5503 

6 7 63.8727 50.118 -75.6363 -59.4692 108.0495 84.70804 124.209 97.57082 

7 8 294.1013 231.4419 155.3186 79.88772 325.4634 268.5477 -47.4049 -44.892 

7 17 31.42432 24.35508 -37.055 -28.7799 44.01022 34.32761 57.45016 44.67491 

7 17 254.7274 194.057 -308.859 -236.214 381.2545 291.5737 664.2315 519.0755 

8 9 170.0307 129.3021 -206.192 -157.392 254.5204 194.2784 443.7501 345.865 

9 10 123.853 93.90999 -312.317 -225.798 174.9783 133.7256 433.3901 299.7832 

10 11 58.62511 42.61858 -35.8441 -28.4747 90.84671 65.15111 120.8129 87.54742 

11 12 206.3012 152.2733 -124.503 -101.738 320.325 232.7805 425.3972 312.801 

12 13 64.22157 49.43349 -162.105 -118.427 90.71549 70.43872 224.8956 156.5299 

13 14 28.93912 13.40948 -73.1089 -21.335 40.87135 19.98436 101.4072 27.6537 

13 14 28.87164 0.886496 -73.0059 10.85583 40.76983 2.43494 101.2638 -16.6019 

13 14 31.75222 1.013053 41.77881 -19.9784 44.83034 2.752236 111.4795 -18.5307 

14 15 79.36437 -45.0336 104.7064 -82.5532 112.0353 -62.3484 -357.26 332.1255 

14 17 -116.613 -78.1158 70.43614 44.9788 73.46535 82.42043 -240.329 -161.09 

15 16 -45.8313 -30.723 27.66752 17.69017 29.09342 32.41598 -94.4559 -63.3566 

15 18 -118.601 -79.9547 71.29736 46.03766 79.5907 84.36072 -244.462 -164.882 

17 18 -95.3436 -64.4998 56.43187 37.48975 -147.781 -106.179 -196.644 -132.805 

1 5 -471.527 149.2539 286.462 -129.201 -732.279 214.0238 -971.571 320.0078 

1 5 0.084255 7.604494 -0.09894 -8.92819 0.251352 22.68958 0.168886 15.24414 

2 6 -182.181 -92.6817 107.8793 44.6962 -282.464 -143.554 -375.753 -191.107 

2 6 184.7281 138.5366 -109.886 -84.1032 286.529 214.7983 381.0816 285.6038 

Appendix 2. Cost flow Based method comparison for 18 bus test system (MW and MVA). 

Trxm. Lines Transaction 1 Transaction 2 Transaction 3 Transaction 4 

Orig bus Dest. bus MW MVA MW MVA MW MVA MW MVA 

1 2 793.7156 464.1841 -1000.86 -588.841 877.611 537.8369 -127.505 -89.586 

3 4 -34.7474 20.32035 43.81581 -25.7774 -38.421 23.54461 5.582398 -3.92176 

3 6 -102.413 59.89156 129.1413 -75.9755 -113.241 69.39464 16.45338 -11.5589 

3 7 1329.714 748.6043 -1676.87 -948.874 1469.794 857.141 -213.339 -138.295 

4 5 5.449647 3.06805 -6.87243 -3.88883 6.023744 3.512873 -0.87434 -0.56678 

4 7 -2057.18 -1126.82 2236.59 1225.092 6340.57 3473.05 -55.4002 -30.3455 

6 7 194.8726 123.7354 -210.854 -134.824 496.3163 296.3304 -38.9892 -28.9032 

6 7 75.92158 44.5026 -89.9042 -52.806 128.4319 75.21705 147.6396 86.63865 

7 8 349.5802 205.5103 184.6178 70.93682 386.8585 238.4587 -56.3474 -39.8621 

7 17 37.35217 21.62625 -44.045 -25.5553 52.31227 30.48143 68.2875 39.66938 

7 17 302.7789 172.3142 -367.122 -209.748 453.174 258.9048 789.5315 460.9165 

8 9 202.1052 114.8146 -245.088 -139.757 302.5329 172.5107 527.4587 307.1131 

9 10 147.2165 83.38799 -371.233 -200.499 207.9861 118.7425 515.1444 266.1944 

10 11 69.68409 37.84344 -42.6057 -25.2843 107.9839 57.85136 143.603 77.7383 

11 12 245.2176 135.212 -147.989 -90.3389 380.7508 206.699 505.6437 277.7537 

12 13 76.33627 43.89479 -192.685 -105.158 107.828 62.54652 267.3198 138.9918 

13 14 34.39817 11.90703 -86.9001 -18.9445 48.58128 17.74524 120.5366 24.55528 

13 14 34.31796 0.787169 -86.7776 9.639503 48.46061 2.162121 120.3661 -14.7417 

13 14 37.74193 0.899547 49.65993 -17.7399 53.28709 2.443866 132.5089 -16.4545 

14 15 94.33559 -39.9879 124.4581 -73.3037 133.1695 -55.3626 -424.653 294.913 

14 17 -138.611 -69.3634 83.72314 39.93922 87.32378 73.18576 -285.665 -143.04 

15 16 -54.4769 -27.2807 32.8867 15.70811 34.58158 28.78398 -112.274 -56.2579 

15 18 -140.974 -70.9963 84.74683 40.87944 94.60462 74.90866 -290.576 -146.408 

17 18 -113.329 -57.273 67.07713 33.28927 -175.658 -94.2827 -233.739 -117.925 

1 5 -1121.11 265.0995 681.0965 -229.482 -1741.08 380.1417 -2310.02 568.3867 

1 5 0.200326 13.50684 -0.23524 -15.8579 0.597618 40.30045 0.401545 27.07612 

2 6 -433.158 -164.618 256.4954 79.38783 -671.591 -254.976 -893.395 -339.438 

2 6 439.2125 246.0639 -261.267 -149.381 681.2559 381.5173 906.0655 507.2795 
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Appendix 3. Distance flow Based method result for IEEE-30 bus test system (MW and MVA). 

Trxm. Lines Transaction 1 Transaction 2 Transaction 3 Transaction 4 

Origbus Destbus MW MVA MW MVA MW MVA MW MVA 

1 2 13135 -60782 59895 -277160 1812 -8385 -36891 170707 

1 3 -22238 101164 -126499 580601 -11074 53231 39130 -196187 

2 4 -41678 187263 163 -5268 -18286 85924 101616 -477529 

2 5 29070 -131532 62187 -281366 7813 -35351 -69081 312599 

2 6 54091 -244737 116823 -528968 16765 -76598 -147415 676613 

3 4 -4760 21739 193501 -875924 -2356 10358 8286 -34377 

4 6 86509 -381099 104329 -472705 32080 -139696 -228041 1010200 

5 7 51495 -229085 93500 -413933 -41632 186461 280517 -1230422 

6 7 11187 33366 23936 77748 3006 20866 -26568 -179119 

6 8 -5879 26197 -12596 56381 -1608 7668 14179 -66693 

6 28 6164 -40919 6035 -47448 54994 -251233 -597556 2741022 

8 28 81340 -353501 78237 -376860 735164 -2011881 -181666 778582 

9 10 151665 -631156 219805 -918278 -254442 1066310 268430 -1192729 

9 11 163587 -746007 237160 -1080023 -273864 1266853 290420 -1307681 

10 17 8585 36211 8389 53806 76840 270512 150267 430905 

10 20 288283 -1335842 417801 -1919107 -483640 2311227 510228 -2083564 

10 21 0 -75555 0 -103188 0 160117 0 19224 

10 22 -73377 247044 -65655 223809 140284 -376052 331256 -294398 

12 13 -33517 134450 546093 -1546751 96682 -376051 168856 -578477 

12 14 251838 -1126987 -30182 107902 231643 -843362 38250 -155258 

12 15 248371 -730552 -26570 77552 208143 -378079 35864 -116046 

12 16 0 12664 0 -150692 0 144733 2315589 7165371 

14 15 29917 -118921 73550 -300939 -2977 19533 -101310 401718 

15 18 131764 -537705 317923 -1341477 -8671 74335 -456619 1857303 

15 23 99962 -384646 89485 -350347 -192527 793884 -457289 1879951 

16 17 28269 -96075 69499 -221218 -2777 19903 -95649 387276 

18 19 30758 -126409 252187 -936756 -89306 381847 -156636 665218 

19 20 33894 -113236 -11436 45609 43491 -114333 -89772 337410 

21 22 11519 -44044 10308 -40311 -22109 93930 -52404 226120 

22 24 42182 -170334 347267 -169399 -122164 529299 -214070 937204 

23 24 63428 251023 523496 2250085 -183414 -689055 -321156 -1011737 

24 25 320850 1386035 -38598 -71019 295874 1111575 48812 162122 

25 26 -381933 1528260 -121230 424337 944020 -1234199 159807 -584336 

25 27 103369 -214159 -34808 131587 132848 -96234 -272771 1086262 

27 29 -208089 -470883 -200708 -537396 1297813 5886799 -365382 -628796 

27 30 23 -176 16 -122 169 -1274 -35 260 

29 30 -227481 -976091 -219511 -922005 1445133 6558450 -399009 -1444475 

4 12 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

6 9 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

6 10 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

28 27 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
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Appendix 4. Cost flow Based method results for IEEE-30 bus test system (MW and MVA). 

Transmission Lines Transaction 1 Transaction 2 Transaction 3 Transaction 4 

Orig. bus Dest bus MW MVA MW MVA MW MVA MW MVA 

1 2 33497 143951 152741 656399 4621 19858 -94078 -404286 

1 3 -27983 -118219 -159177 -678483 -13934 -62206 49238 229262 

2 4 -82580 -344580 322 9694 -36232 -158108 201340 878696 

2 5 71575 300759 153114 643366 19236 80833 -170087 -714783 

2 6 34941 146820 75465 317332 10829 45952 -95226 -405906 

3 4 -59433 -252080 2416130 10157210 -29424 -120107 103468 398635 

4 6 731904 2994341 8826707 3714094 271411 1097609 -1929326 -7937261 

5 7 52373 216376 95094 390969 -42342 -176117 285300 1162160 

6 7 11991 -33215 25657 -77396 3222 -20772 -28478 178308 

6 8 -9919 -41050 -21253 -88349 -2713 -12016 23924 104508 

6 28 14640 90249 14332 104647 130603 554096 -1419110 -6045341 

8 28 14907 60165 14338 64140 134730 342415 -33293 -132512 

9 10 78042 301611 113104 438819 -130927 -509559 138125 569971 

9 11 492855 2087299 714517 3021862 -825101 -3544605 874980 3658842 

10 17 8099 -31727 7915 -47142 72493 -237011 141767 -377540 

10 20 156083 671681 226207 964956 -261854 -1162119 276250 1047647 

10 21 0 101549 0 138690 0 -215205 0 -25839 

10 22 -64517 -201725 -57727 -182752 123346 307067 291258 240392 

12 13 -2444 -9105 39820 104742 7050 25465 12312 39173 

12 14 20093 83503 -2408 -7995 18481 62488 3052 11504 

12 15 126031 344269 -13483 -36546 105618 178168 18198 54686 

12 16 0 -7154 0 85125 0 -81758 1408495 -4047651 

14 15 12610 46552 31002 117803 -1255 -7646 -42703 -157253 

15 18 32773 124205 79076 309869 -2157 -17171 -113574 -429020 

15 23 33684 120370 30153 109636.3 -64875 -248435 -154091 -588305 

16 17 14574 45997 35829 105911 -1431 -9529 -49310 -185414 

18 19 37917 144718 310885 1072441 -110093 -437155 -193094 -761572 

19 20 62632 194326 -21132 -78271 80366 196210 -165889 -579038 

21 22 54983 195249 49206 178699 -105537 -416393 -250145 -1002392 

22 24 6415 24055 52808 23923 -18577 -74749 -32553 -132354 

23 24 10332 -37974 85274 -340388 -29877 104239 -52314 153053 

24 25 138481 -555560 -16659 28466 127701 -445549 21068 -64983 

25 26 -139390 -517980 -44244 -143822 344530 418312 58323 198052 

25 27 27983 53841 -9423 -33082 35964 24194 -73843 -273094 

27 29 -54208 113920 -52286 130012 338088 -1424188 -95184 152124 

27 30 2 17 2 12 17 120 -4 -25 

29 30 -73432 292618 -70859 276404 466496 -1966127 -128802 433032 

4 12 5 30 1 5 1200473 2350531 -79 -488 

6 9 3 20 1 3 956607 762050 -56 -328 

6 10 -7154 28249 -6902 26698 -64655 275061 -12518 45228 

28 27 1 3 0 1 479311 -190037 -10 -54 
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